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Hospital and Health Care Facility Security



International Guard Services

IGS security officers ensure the safety and security of patients, visitors and personnel in the high stress 
environment of hospitals and health care facilities.

Hospitals and healthcare facilities are some of the most active public places in the USA, and since most 
health care facilities want to maintain the open-door policy, they are vulnerable to criminal activity if left 
unprotected.  IGS has the experience to handle the unique challenges of protecting patients, employees 
and property while maintaining privacy and continuity of care in an open environment of healthcare 
systems. We work with all levels and sizes of health care facilities to create security programs that fit 
unique budgets, layouts and security objectives.

IGSprotection.com (281) 822-6700
VISIT OUR WEBSITE OR CALL OUR 
OFFICE FOR ANY QUESTIONS AND A 
FREE CONSULTATION

International Guard Services is constantly

 assessing and reassessing our security person-

nel. Our first assessment is through an extensive 

hiring process. We follow up the state mandated 

requirements with advanced verbal, written and 

communications tests, ensuring a well-versed 

security professional. Every account has a 

supervisor who performs quality control audits 

and moral checks. The supervisors are in direct 

contact with the owner of our company, making 

needed changes a swift process. The end goal is 

to meet our client’s security objectives with the 

right security personnel.Pr
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Why we are better:



(281) 822-6700

While every facility is different, they can 
all benefit from:

     Enhanced identification verification for access
      Visible checks of all vehicles and packages
      Increased perimeter security
      Heightened awareness of people or events that 
      appear out of the ordinary

IGSprotection.com (281) 822-6700
VISIT OUR WEBSITE OR CALL OUR 
OFFICE FOR ANY QUESTIONS AND A 
FREE CONSULTATION

Security officers who are known for their 
reliability, ethics, speed of response and
adherence to rules and procedures but are also 
trained to recognize and understand the
unique healthcare environment

Fusion of security personnel and cutting-edge 
software and technologies

Facility support services that include transporta-
tion and emergency response planning as
well as security surveys, document manage-
ment and employee education

Effectively manage the threat of, and reduce 
incidents of, workplace violence from both
visitors and patients

Maximize the safety and security of your em-
ployees, physicians, patients, and visitors

Protect your facility’s investment in its internal 
and external property and supplies

Provide peace of mind for your employees, 
physicians, patients, and visitors through a
visible, professional security presence

IGS works with clients to address 
specific healthcare security needs with 
cost-effective programs that include:

We understand that a security officer represents your 

company, which is why our security guards are carefully 

selected for your needs and wants in security 

professional. When selecting our security officers, we 

put them through an extensive screening and hiring 

process that consists of criminal background check, drug 

and alcohol screening, writing and communications test 

and interviews to ensure your officers have the personal 

and professional skill and abilities to surpass our client’s 

expectations.

About our guards:

In addition to helping you achieve those goals, we also work 

to help your facility maintain the security compliance bench-

marks necessary to meet the Environment of Care standards 

for The Joint Commission accreditation. 

International Guard Services


